
Simple Coffee Card Reward System 

I wanted to implement a simple points reward system for our coffee customers. 1 point per coffee 

and when they had accumulated 6 points the next one was free. As there was nothing that matched 

my needs I came up with the following. Special thanks to Nizamettin (Nizam) for the inspiration and 

Joe (JTRTech), Jesse (Jesse), Rick (RickH), Bob (Bob_Be) and Arian A (ATechAsis) for all their help in 

getting this running! 

So let’s get started! 

I added two custom fields to the Customer Entity; Coffee Card and Points: 

 

When I add a new Customer I get this: 

 

I added the Coffee Card manually here but later on that number can be scanned in at the Customer 

Creation stage. Points will normally start at 0 but I started with a large number for testing purposes. 

  



I use an RFID tag and reader for customer identification so the first thing is to get the reader info into 

the system: 

Here are the Actions: 

 

And: 

  



And the Rule: 

 

The 00 in the Numberpad Value can be anything, it just that all my RFID tags start with 00 

  



Then I added a Custom Tag to the system to facilitate the addition and subtraction of the points. 

Under Settings, Program Settings, General Settings there is a field Product Tag Captions: Just add 

whatever Tag/s you want to use separated by commas. 

 

Now when you add a product and it earns a coffee point, just select (or type in) Yes into the 

CoffeePoint Tag field: 

 

  



Create this action to update the points on the coffee card: 

 

To add points: 

 

[=TN('{ENTITY DATA:Customers:Points}')+{QUANTITY}] 

(I found that copying and pasting sometimes messed up the format so I had to type the apostrophes manually, YMMV) 

  



To subtract points (if a coffee is cancelled at the order stage):

 

[=TN('{ENTITY DATA:Customers:Points}')-{QUANTITY}] 

Both these Rules handle multiple order quantities for example if someone orders 4 x Flat Whites 

they will receive 4 points. If the change their mind cancelling the order will subtract the 4 points. 

  



Create an Automation Command: 

 

With the mapping: 

 

  



Time for a free coffee? 

 

This way the customer can only receive 1 free coffee at a time. You can select anoth coffee and click 

the Free Coffee button and if they have enough points they can receive another one. What you can’t 

do is select an order of ‘4 x Flat Whites’ and make them all free by mistake (or a Burger and fries). 

  



What if the customer doesn’t have enough points?: 

Create this Action: 

 

Then this Rule: 

 

That’s it!  Is is perfect? Probably not. But it does the job. Feel free to make any suggestions for 

additions/alterations to this and I’ll update it. 


